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Curriculum topics: !ប#ន

បទកម(វiធ,សiក/ 

● Potential Energy 

ស01នuពល5មពល 

● Kinetic Energy 

5មពលចល7 

● Energy Conversion 

ប8æលង5មពល 

● Motion ចល7 

● Simple Machines 

;ស<,នធម(= 

● Stored Energy រក/

5មពលទuក 

● Experimentation 

ពi?@ធនA 

 

● Subject: មuខវiCD 

Physical Science វiទE@!សF 

 

Roller Racer 

Explore the fun of energy conversion 

æសGងយលIក8@នFព,0រJKសIបFLរ5មពល 

 

Enjoy the hands on experience of building and using the 

Roller Racer.  Explore the application of simple machines 

and energy conversion and investigate how changes in the 

amount of stored energy can affect performance. 

រMកNយCមOយ0រœធGœពi?@ធនA នiងរRSឡLវiល។ @កលVងæសGងរក;ស<,នប8æលង

5មពលœហœយសeងYតœមœល5œតœ0រJKសIបFLរ5មពល æដល\ច;នប8æរប8រ]ល

eពលដ8œណœរ0រ 
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Grades : 2-12 

 

 

Safety Tip:ជ8នOយសuវត`iaព 

Keep beads, straw away from small children, choking 

hazard 

រក/!bបI, ទu?c, ?\យdeយព,eក(ង 

Wearing eye protection/ keep face/ eyes away from 

project. 

fកIរបសI0រfរæភhក/រក/æភhក នyងមuខ?\យdeយព,j  

Rubber bands contain natural latex which may cause 

rash or other reactions. 

klសmnជoរ\ចបងY?\យ;ន!បតiកម(pមOឬអG,eផtង 
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Materials required per Roller Racer: ស8aរu!តnវ0រ

ស8NបIរRSឡLវiល 

● 2 Clear lids, 93 mm diameter with a 4 mm indented rim. Each lid with a 5 mm 

center hole cut out 

គ8រប5Kច8នOន២ ទ8ហ8៩៣ម,ល,æមz!ត នyង!ជuង៤ម,ល,æមz!ត។ គ8របនiមOយៗ!តnវ?}~រuនទ8ហ8៥ម,ល,æមz!ត 

One sided corrugated sheet, 7.5 x 27.3 cm បន�~សងYoស, ៧.៥ x ២៧.៣សងIទ,æមz!ត 

flute/ indentations parallel to the short side  

● 2 Rubber band, 7.5 cm long x 1.6cm thick klសmnច8នOន២,!បæវង៧.៥សងIទ,æមz!តx ក8NសI១.៦

cm   

● 2 small beads, 8 mm diameter !bបIទ8ហ8៨ម,ល,æមz!តច8នOន២ 

● Thin straw, 17.7 cm long, 2.4 mm diameterទu?cប8ពងIប<�ត!បæវង១៧.៧សងIទ,æមz!ត ទ8ហ8២.៤ 

ម,ល,æមz!ត 

● 2 Paper clips ��ប!ក�សច8នOន២ 

● Adhesive foam back, single sided, 2.3 cm 4.6 cm, x 5 mm thick 0វបiទ?@��ង

?!0យ, ២.៣ x ៤.៦ x ក8NសI៥ម,ល,æមz!ត 
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● How to build it រ�ប�បœធGœj 

1. Interlock the two rubber bands as shown below. Pull the knot tight. 

ចងklសmn�8ង២នyង �ញ?\យតyង œមœលកhuងរSប 

 

2. Insert the end of one of the rubber bands into and through each of the 2 beads 

until a small piece of rubber band sticks out. The 2 beads should be next to 

each other.  See figure 2.  

�តIklសmnចnលកhuង!bបIកន�~�8ង២។ !bបIកន�~�8ង២!តnវk�CបIb� œមœលរSបeលខ២ 

 

3.  Insert the straw through the small 

loop in the rubber band created by the 2 

beads until about 1/10 of the straw is 

through the loop.  Pull on the other end 

of the rubber band to tighten the loop 

around the straw so the straw lies next to the beads. �កIទu?cប8ពងIប<�តk�ច?7K~klសmn ១

aគ១០�ន!បæវងklសmn។ �ញklសmnព,;�ង�ទ�ត?\យតyងCបIនyងកន�~ œមœលរSបទ,៣ 
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4.  Insert the free end of the rubber bands into the hole in the first lid starting 

from the topside of the lid ( groove is on the bottom side). Pull the rubber band 

through until the last bead is snug against the lid.  The 2 beads and the straw 

secured by the small piece of rubber band will sit on top of the lid.  See figures 4 

and 5.  

�តIចuងklសmnចnលកhuងច?7K~គ8រប �តIព,�ងœលœ។ �ញklសmn?\យកន�~CបIនyងគ8រប œមœលរSបeលខ៤ នyង៥ 

 

 

 

5.  Place the lid on a flat surface with the groove upward. 

�កI!គបJeœឡœងœលœ�ផ�Nបœស( 

6.  Insert the long edge of the single sided corrugated sheet into the groove of 

the lid, shaping the corrugated sheet to form a circle.  Overlap the ends when 

the groove is filled.  See figure 6 
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  បiទសន�yកបន�~?\យeចញNងមnល œហœយបiទ!គបæដល�នœធGœCមOយទu?cប8ពងIប<�តនyងkកសmn œមœលរSបeលខ

៦ 

 

 

 

7.  Place a paperclip over the overlapped ends, opposite the lid, see above. 

œ!បœ��ប!ក�ស��សI�ងចuង;�ង�ទ�ត œមœលរSប�ងœល 

8.  Hold the second lid, groove side down, above the cylinder. Pull the end of the 

rubber band up out of the cylinder and insert the end of the rubber band into the 

hole in the second lid.  See Figure 7 

បiទ!គបមOយច8�ហ�ង�ទ�ត  œហœយ�ញklសmneចញk!l œមœលរSបeលខ៧ 
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9.  Pull the lid on the cardboard cylinder, fitting the cardboard edge into the lid.  

Hold the lid in place while pulling the rubber band up until the knot between the 

rubber bands, and the top of the second rubber band comes through the lid.   

See figure 8.  Insert the paperclip into the loop between the knot and the lid.  See 

figure 9 

�ញគ8របបiទœលœរRSឡLæដល�នœធGœ  œហœយ�ញklសmn=មរន�គ8រប�ងœលœeចញមករហnតដលIមuខដ8ណklសmnចង

eចញមកæដរ œមœលរSបeលខ៨។ �កI��ប!ក�សk�ច?7K~មuខដ8ណចងនyងគ8រប œមœលរSបeលខ៩ 

 

10.  Remove the release paper from the piece of adhesive foam. Place the foam 

on the lid next to the paperclip. See figure 10.   

Keeping the paperclip parallel to the foam, press down on the foam to secure. 

The foam will keep the paperclip from rotating when the straw on the other end 

is rotated. 
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ដក!ក�សæដលបiទព,œលœ?@�eចញ �កI?@�k�ជiត��បœលœគ8រប œមœលរSបeលខ១០ 

�កI��ប?\យ!សបនyង?@� ចuចចu~?!0មœដœមV,ទបIj។ ?@�នyងទបI��បកu8?\យវiលk�eពលទu?c;�ង�ទត

វiល 

  

11. Wrap the excess rubber band around 

the foam.  See figure 11 

œ!បœklសmnរu�?@� œមœលរSបeលខ១១ 

 

To do and notice 0រœធGœនyងក8ណតIស8bលI 

1. Wind the roller racer.Hold the roller racer in both hands. Using the finger of 

one hand rotate the straw around the pivot point ( above the beads) a set 

number of times ( 10-20). 
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១. 0របងGiលរRSឡLវiល៖ 0នIរRSឡL?�យ�ដ�8ង២  œ!បœ!;ម

�ដ;�ងបងGiលទu?c បងGiល?\យœ!ចœនដង១០ kទ២០

ដង 

      

 

2.  Being careful to keep the straw still, 

set the roller racer on a smooth surface, see figure 1.  If the beads have become 

tilted, move the straw so that the beads are at a right angle to the lid. 

ទបIទu?c?\យk�មOយកæន�ង �កIធuងវiលœលœ�ផ�Nបœស(œ œមœលរSបeលខ១។  

3.  Aim the Roller Racer in a direction clear of obstacles and let go ! Note the 

direction and distance of travel. 

�កIធuងវiលកu8?\យ;នអG,k�ព,មuខN8ងj œហœយ}8œមœលទiសk�jវiលនyងច8�យæដលវiល�ន 

The science behind the activity វiទE@!សFk�ព,?!0យសកម(aព 

Turning the straw, which acts as a lever, will wind up the rubber band and store 

elastic potential energy. This energy is the result of the mechanical work done 

by a moving finger as it applies a force over a certain distance.  When the rubber 

band is allowed to unwind, the potential energy ( stored energy) is turned into 

kinetic energy ( energy of motion) and a small amount of heat that is generated 
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by the friction of the Roller Racer with the surface that it touches, as well as the 

air it moves through. 

0រវiលរបសIទu?cប8ពងIប<�ត œដœតOC�ដបងGiល jជOយklសmn?\យវiលនyងរក/5មពល។ 5មពលeន~�នមកព,     

eម0នiចæដលបងGiល?�យ�ដ œហœយjeចញCក8�8ងរយuច8�យមOយ។ k�eពលklសmnធnវiលមកវiញ 5មពល

æដលរក/ទuក នyងæ!បk�C5មពលចល7 œហœយក8k�នyង}បIœផFœម;ន?�យ0រកកiត�នរSឡLវiលបz~នyង�ផ� 

នyងខ�លIæដល?\យjœធGœចល7 

Learn More �រ�នបæន`ម 

● Vary the number of times the straw is rotated when winding the Roller Racer 

and measure the distance travelled.  The results can be plotted on a graph to 

show distance variations over trials; and distance versus number of winding-

rotations.   

ច8នOនæដលទu?c�នបងGiលនyងjសI�នច8�យæដលវiល�ន។ លទ�ផលk�œលœ!0ហG\ចក8ណតI�នព,ច8

�យæដល�នមកព,0រ@កលVង នyងច8�យ�ធ�បនyងច8នOនជu8æដល�នវiល 

● Data can be collected on the number of rotations needed to travel a set 

distance. 

ទiនhនoយ�នមកព,0រ!បមnលតOeលខច8នOនជu8�នវiលនyងច8�យæដល�នក8ណតI 

● Challenges for students can include: អG,æដលសiសt!តnវរi~រក;ន៖ 

○ Making the Roller Racer stop within a set range of distances  

0រœធGœ?\យរRSឡLវiលឈបIk�នyងច8�យpមOយ 
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○ Staying on a set path for a set distance ?\យjវiលk�œលœផ�Lវæដល�នក8ណតI 

○ Rolling over an obstacle រRSឡLវiលeពលជOបឧបសគ¢ 

○ Hitting a target k�ដលI?bលkដ 

○ Travelling a curved path to a target វiលœលœផ�Lវ?0ងk�ដលI?bលkដ 

○ Finding a way to make the Roller Racer travel in a straighter path 

រកវiធ,œធGœរRSឡL?\យវiល!តងIœលœផ�Lវ 

○ Make a variation in this design by using a pair of CD’s or other materials 

 

œធGœរ�ប�បeន~?�យœ!បœស<,ឌ, ឬរបសIeផtង�ទត 

 

  


